Police reveals assault suspect’s description

By Raymond Ecke
Staff Writer

In last week’s Campus Police Report, The Montclarion reported an attempted assault, which took place after 8:30 p.m. on May 2. The female was between the Drop-in-Center and the Student Center. The female was allegedly accosted from behind and held by one suspect while the other assaulted her. She escaped by using a mace on the individuals, who then fled on foot.

New developments have emerged in the alleged May 2 attack of a female by two males.

The campus police have prepared a composite sketch of one of the suspects and a description of the second around campus. The first suspect is a black male with medium to dark complexion. He stands at 5’11”, with a medium to large build. His hair is shaved close to his head on both sides but is longer on top. He was last seen wearing dark jeans with a button-down leather jacket. He also has an earring in his left ear that looks like a cross with a snake or vine down.

The second suspect is also a black male and is taller than the other suspect. His hair style is similar to that of the first suspect. He has a cut from a razor on the side of his head behind one ear. He was last seen wearing dark jeans with a three-quarter length leather coat.

Sargeant Deborah Newcombe of Campus Police said that the composite has been taken to dorm directors around the campus.

Although some said that he looked familiar, none have been able to make a positive identification. Newcombe also added that if there are any witnesses to the crime, they should come forward by calling the Campus police at either 893-5222 or 893-4111.

SGA News

Legislature finishes budgets, charters

By Mike Heelan
Staff Writer

At the last SGA meeting of the semester, the legislature finished the class one charter renewal and budget process for the upcoming year.

The legislature approved class one charters to The Montclarion, Conservation Club, CLUB, and SILC. These organizations sponsor events open to all MSC students.

An operating budget of $95,938 was granted to CLUB. The legislature decreased the amount for use in the freshman orientation budget line.

A budget line is a segment of the total budget for which a certain amount of money is specified for a specific purpose. This was brought into question because a lesser amount of money was given to another class 1 organization for the same amount.

The SGA approved an operating budget of $17,330 for the 1988-89 fiscal school year. This figure represents the smallest increase among the SGA class one organizations. An increase of $1600 was budgeted for over the next academic year.

A class two charter was approved to the Geoscience club for the 1988-90 school years. The SGA passed class four charters to Alpha Kappa Psi, Phi Chi Theta and Kappa Alpha Psi for the 1988-90 academic years.

The Mature students club was granted a class three charter. The club serves students of different ages, and that it should come forward by calling the Campus police at either 893-5222 or 893-4111.

Several organizations applying for charters were sent back to committee until next year because representatives failed to attend.

Several statute changes were approved by the legislature.

A new class of organizations was developed for sports clubs. They will now be chartered as class five organizations. Under the current system, organizations are chartered under four classes.

Organizations that will come under the new statute include the the Ski club, Hockey club, Bowling club and the Women’s soccer club.

After being denied a class one charter at last week’s meeting, Weekend Club has been granted a class two charter for the 1988-89 academic year.

Tuition increases by $4

Walters gets extension

By Jane Bech
Staff Writer

At the last board of trustees meeting of the 1988 academic year, Tuition increases by $4 was approved.

Student trustee, Michael Rodak made an amendment to the original budget proposal which included a tuition increase of $4, and a $1 and 75c increase in SGA and SUB fees respectively.

Rodak’s amendment called for a reduction in the total increase. Tuition would increase by $3.50, the SGA fee by 75c, and the SUB fee by 50c, according to Rodak’s plan.

“Although I realize an increase is necessary, I have to stand behind this amendment. As a student representative, I must secure the affordability of education,” Rodak said.

SGA President—elect Tom Mergola addressed the board. He cited the fall 1987 referendum, in which 89 percent of the students who voted approved a $1 SGA fee increase.

Mergola asked the board to ignore Rodak’s 75c SGA fee proposal and grant the full $1 increase.

“I am concerned our programming will be affected if we don’t get the full increase. We already face a 22 percent decrease in student enrollment within the next five years,” Mergola said.

He also stated that the SGA had never before requested a fee increase.

Rodak’s amendment was unanimously defeated by the re­mainder of the SGA board. The board proceeded to vote on the original motion which was approved. Rodak was the only opposing vote. The new tuition rates will go into effect next fall.

Dr. Joseph Moore, vice president of the Teacher’s Union, also expressed concern over the proposed budget. He was especially worried that no state­ments in the budget plan allow for the AFT involvement.

“Establishing a budget has clearcut contractual implications, because teachers will incur large losses in the changes,” Moore noted.

Rodak summed up his year as the first student trustee by saying, “It was a privilege to sit on the board. I hope to make a positive impact on MSC, and that it provided for an opportunity to reflect on student concerns.”

He then proceeded to hand over his seat to Robin Miller, the new student trustee to the board. Rodak said that he was sure she would “continue to reflect on student concerns.”

“Who’s who” this year at MSC

The 1988 edition of “Who’s who among students in American Universities and Colleges,” will include the names of 16 students from MSC.

These students are selected based on their academic performance, community service, leadership in extracurricular activities and potential for continued success.

The 16 students chosen from MSC join an elite group of students, chosen from more than 1,400 institutions of higher education from the 50 states and several foreign nations.

This year’s recipients of the honor from MSC are: SGA President, Robert Acerra, Vice President Lisa Harris, Executive Secretary, Rene Kendelski, Student trustee, Mike Rodak, Thornton Bowman, Michael Caboy, Lynda Fox, Lynne Gingerelli, Lisa Greene, Michele Lawrence, Teresa Lewis, William Nash, Pedro Ramos, Iris Requieiro, Michele Samarya and Shawn Smith.

SGA President Rob Acerra raised objections to The Montclarion’s budget because pizza is delivered to staffers every Wednesday. His objections are based on a statute in the SGA constitution that prohibits any form of remuneration to students for working in an organization. None of the legislators agreed with Acerra and The Montclarion’s budget was passed unanimous­ly. However, during last night’s SGA meeting, the legislature allowed to order subs or pizzas for themselves. Acerra was caught eating his words.
WANTED: Participants and Spectators

WHY: SILC's Eleventh Annual Volleyball Marathon and Wheelchair Basketball Game.

WHEN: Friday, May 13, 1988 5:30 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.

WHERE: Panzer Gymnasium, Montclair State College

The Student Intramural and Leisure Council (SILC) a Class I Organization of the Student Government Association is sponsoring its 11th ANNUAL VOLLEYBALL MARATHON. This year the marathon will benefit the North American Wheelchair Association (NAWAA). NAWAA is a non-profit organization which sponsors sport clinics introducing disabled school children to competitive wheelchair sports.

In addition to the volleyball marathon there will be an exhibition wheelchair basketball game featuring the NAWAA Staff playing against MONTCLAIR STATE COLLEGE students, faculty and staff. MSC All Stars will include MR. JAMES HARRIS—ASSOCIATE DEAN OF STUDENTS, CAMILLE BARTLETT—STUDENT ACTIVITIES, MR. ANDY KRUPA—STUDENT CENTER OPERATIONS, MR. ROBERT ACERRA—SGA PRESIDENT, and MR. MICHAEL CABOY—SILC PRESIDENT. Game time is scheduled for 8:00 pm on Friday, May 13, 1988 in Panzer Gym.

For Information Contact: Frank Petrozzino Director of Campus Recreation 893-7494 Ken Staples SILC Special Events Coordinator 893-5245

HERE'S HOW YOU CAN HELP!

* Organize a team to play in the Volleyball Marathon between the hours of 5:30 pm - 4:00 am on Friday, May 13th. The time slot of 5:30 pm - 7:30 pm has been reserved for MSC Faculty/Staff.

* Donate a gift to be raffled off at the event      * Purchase raffle tickets

* Be a spectator at the volleyball marathon and/or wheelchair basketball game.

* Pledge a minimal donation of your choice.

**PITCH IN WITH ANY OF THE ABOVE FUND-RAISING ACTIVITIES**

**PLEASE MAKE CHECKS OR MONEY ORDERS PAYABLE TO SILC VOLLEYBALL MARATHON**
Campus Police Report

Resident jumps from window to evade police

By Paul Mampilly
Assignment Editor

A complaint was lodged that marijuana was being smoked in an attic. When the police approached to investigate the room which was apparently wide open, the resident jumped out of the window.

The police found marijuana and drug paraphernalia that upon testing revealed cocaine residue. The resident returned later in the evening and was charged with possession of a controlled dangerous substance.

A group of students was setting up equipment near the building. When the police approached to investigate the bags, they began setting up equipment near the building. The police searched and found nothing. They advised all students to set up equipment near the building. The police searched and found nothing. They advised all students to set up equipment near the building.

By Shawn M. Smith
Staff Writer

Summer 1988 is one that Kimberly Ann Field is looking forward to. She plans to spend her summer vacation "trekking" across the country, on a bicycle, in order to raise money for the American Lung Association.

"I'm sure that when I'm pedaling and gasping for breath, I'll realize what people with lung disease go through every day. To think someone lives that way makes me appreciate it. It's a reality check," she said. Kim entered the trek "on a whim," and claims she has not done any serious cycling. "What, me know what I'm doing?" she joked. She does keep in shape by light biking, doing yoga, meditating, and "walking from the parking lot to class," she quipped.

Although the participants are required to have the $5,000 pledge money in by June 6, she has raised only $600 because she has been trying to juggle her responsibilities at school and work while also trying to raise pledge money. If she does not collect the required amount, she won't be able to participate.

However, she feels positive that she will raise the money and refuses to think about the possibility of not going. "I'm going to go," she said firmly.

Anyone wishing to make a pledge to Kim's TransAmerica bicycle trek may call a check or money order to her: Freeman Hall, Room 211, MSC. Anyone wanting to give cash should see her in person.

Student for Transamerica trek

Professor Ellen Mohammed is organizing a tour of China and Tibet over the summer through which students can earn three undergraduate or graduate credits.

The tour costs $2,899 and includes round trip fare to China, Tibet and Hong Kong. The price also includes inland travel, hotel and meals.

For further information call Mohammed at 893-7283, 893-4207, or (718) 778-9417 or stop by her office in the Calcia Fine Arts building, room 217.

Attention Graduating Seniors

The Harold C. Bohn Fellowship will be awarded by Senate-Phi Alpha Psi to a student who shows promise in any academic discipline and presents a bonafide plan for graduate studies (at MSC or Elsewhere).

Applications are available from Dr. Edward Martin, Dean of Students or Camille Bartlett, Student Activities office, located on the 4th floor of the Student Center. Deadline for applicants is May 28th.
EMI-RAE
I Love You
Will You Marry Me?
TED
Eye on MSC
Students were caught lying down on the job as they participated in the APO Blood Bank which was held on Tuesday.

Kaplan LSAT PREP...
BE OVER 40 AND LOVE IT!
No matter what your age, if you plan on going to law school, a score over 40 can put spring in your step!
You see, candidates who score between 40 and 48 on the new Law School Admission Test enjoy the best chance of being accepted to the law school of their choice and going on to practice with top firms or corporations.
At the Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center, LSAT preparation is a fine art. So much so that Kaplan has more "over 40s" grads than any other test prep firm in the nation. Isn't that just the test edge your law career deserves?

Simply...The Best Fast Food
Simply...The Best Prices
Roy Rogers

Route 46 & Browertown Road
Little Falls, New Jersey

Now Open Daily 10:30 am - 11:00 pm
Friday/Saturday 10:30 am - 12 midnight

Visit the newest Roy's
*Delicious Roast Beef
*Scrumptious Fried Chicken
**New** Super Salad
Drive-thru Service

NEW!! Join the "NEW" Roy's Team....
You can earn tuition reimbursement up to $99 per course. Clip the coupons below ... and visit Roy's to join our team

50¢ Off
Bacon Cheeseburger or Double-R-Burger
50¢ off each. Limit 2 per coupon.
Please present to cashier before ordering.
Void where prohibited.
Not good in combination with any other offer.
Cash value 1/60¢.

50¢ Off
*Juicy Hamburger
*New* Super Salad
Drive-thru Service
Good Only At:
Roy Rogers Restaurant
Route 46 & Browertown Road
Little Falls, New Jersey

Good Only At:
Roy Rogers Restaurant
Route 46 & Browertown Road
Little Falls, New Jersey

Please present coupon before ordering.
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50¢ off each. Limit 2 per coupon.
Please present to cashier before ordering.
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50¢ Off
*Juicy Hamburger
*New* Super Salad
Drive-thru Service
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Little Falls, New Jersey
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Little Falls, New Jersey
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Roy Rogers
JOIN OUR TEAM!
SIGN UP NOW!
COLLEGE STUDENTS CAN EARN HIGHER WAGES DURING SUMMER BREAK
Ask about our Benefit-Bonus plans!
TEMPS ONLY
797-1158
20 Bushes Lane, Elmwood Park, NJ

ARE YOU EXPERIENCED?
Get Started With a SUMMER JOB—
*FORTUNE 500 COMPANIES* *GREAT BENEFITS PACKAGE*
Jobs Throughout Northern NJ and NYC
EARN TOP$ and GET EXPERIENCE with STEEPLE TEMPORARY SERVICES
25 Notch Road, Little Falls, NJ
CALL WENDY AT 256-2444
Never a Fee!

It pays to be a Manpower Temporary. You'll see the instant you begin your first assignment as a secretary, word processing operator, data entry operator or typist.

Manpower offers:
• Free word processing training (qualified applicants) • Flexible schedules • High weekly pay • Recognition for good performance • Get back into the workforce and work for a variety of companies.

Manpower Inc.
716 Broad Street
Clifton, N.J. 07013
778-1200

Dinosaurs became extinct for good reason:
they couldn't react fast enough.
So, when it comes to these tests:

LSAT • GMAT • MCAT • GRE • DAT

Avoid The Kaplan Dinosaur.

USE:
BAR/BRI
Professional Testing Centers
1 • 212 • 643 • TEST

We guarantee you a score in the top 20% nation wide, or take one of our next 3 courses free! And remember we’re the least expensive too.

bar/bri
The smarter thing to do.
1 • 212 • 643 • TEST
It’s Easier Than Ever To Get Your New Car At AUTOLAND!

Call our College Graduate Coordinator
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**ACCOUNTING**
**TAX**
**AUDIT**
**FINANCE**

Raymond Alexander Associates
A Professional Recruiting Firm

Call: Dennis Conti
201-256-1000
420 Munrisink Rd.
Totowa, NJ 07512

COLLEGE STUDENTS & GRADUATES: You may be pre-approved for credit and special college cash-backs or cash allowances on top of current cash-back programs! Call Autoland for a complete breakdown of all Factory and/or Autoland special programs now being offered! Then come down and drive away your new vehicle with pre-approved credit!

**6.7% A.P.R.**
**6.7% A.P.R.**

AUTOLAND FINANCING
FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES*

With approved credit.

NO MONEY DOWN
TO QUALIFIED GRADUATES.

*Call for all details about special college programs and 6.7% Annual Percentage Rate Financing on Toyota and Mazda; may affect selling price. Prices incl. freight, dealer prep, and any other costs to be borne by consumer except for license, costs, reg. fees, and taxes. Lease terms: with approved credit, 48 mo. closed-end w/$800 down, 1st mo. pymt. and min. monthly payment. Subject to change w/o notice. All cars carry standard warr. as is. Not in conj w/any other offer or incentive. Prices & terms supersede all previous offers. Not resp for typo errors or omissions. © 1988 AUTOLAND, INC.

Call Our College Graduate Coordinator

1-800-922-0213

SPRINGFIELD, NJ
Open 9AM–10PM Mon.–Fri. 9AM–8PM Saturday

EASTON, PA
Route 33 & Hecktown Road
Open 9AM–7PM Mon.–Sat.

TOMS RIVER, N.J.
Route 37 (East of the Parkway)
Open 9AM–8PM Mon.–Sat.
SGA prez gives the grade to campus

With the end of another academic year upon us, students are anxiously awaiting the receipt of their grades. So I thought I would take this opportunity to issue my own report card.

In order to allow them to only read the executive summary of this article and put their rubber stamp to it, I have decided to begin my report card with the college's Board of Trustees.

For the majority of you who are unfamiliar with the BOT, they are the individuals who meet the second Thursday of each month to...well, they meet on the second Thursday of each month.

The board has throughout the course of the year made headlines for many of their actions. One notable headline included, "Cleanup cost under $45 percent-on the cost of the landfill cleanup?" Wait, what about, "Tuition raised despite boost in state support?" The board after many recommendations from an accreditation body chose to allow only a select few administrators to develop a college-wide budget proposal.

And who can forget, "Reverse discrimination charged in coach hiring." Yes, despite a serious protest from the members of the track team alleging a less qualified person was being recommended over the current track coach, the board approved the hiring of a high school coach.

In the most embarrassing and thoroughly disgusting display of executive supression I have seen at MSC, the board refused to allow those opposed to the hiring a fair chance to speak.

In light of the above mentioned actions and the lack of direction the MSC Board of Trustees has given the college since the passage of the autonomy legislation, I will grant the board a dismal 'D plus'.

I will now go from the Board of Trustees to the Office of the (Acting) President. While this office was headed by a former dean-turned-vice-president-of-Academic-Affairs-turned-Acting-President, the entire office was able to provide a great deal of support and guidance to the students, faculty, and staff alike.

Specifically, when it came to meeting with the acting president on issues such as extended library hours or just discussing the possibility of having graduates names announced at commencement exercises, he always availed himself to the students. The support staff within in the Office of the (acting) President, when asked to defend certain issues which placed them on the opposing side of the students, handled themselves for the most part with sincerity and what seemed like a real sense of caring.

The time and dedication exemplified by the acting president in a job which demands such a strong commitment to an overall campus community wins a much deserved 'A'.

On to the various divisions within the college. Let's start with the Division of Academic Affairs. Again, it is a division which is headed by an acting college official exhibiting a good deal of interest in the student body. Having taken a beating on the academic advisement program at MSC and seeing a tremendous amount of disapproval being voiced by the students on the issue of pass-fail, the division has nonetheless demonstrated a desire to reach out to the students.

MSC was fortunate enough to have been graced with a visiting fellow this past year, yet has been unsuccessful in seeing one MSC student take part in the Opera Music Theatre Institute. All in all, the division has made progress on many issues and will surely continue to move forward with a great number of valuable programs. The division of academic affairs is proudly awarded a 'B'.

Moving right along, our next stop is the division of student affairs. The division, tarnished with the track team incident, has had somewhat of a rough year. Listening to the complaints of many students over the lack of professional staff in the Office of Student Activities, it seems to me the leadership has chosen to ignore the cries for additional staff in lieu of increased personnel for themselves. This, coupled with the continued...

---

Drivers (10)

If your folks insist that you work this summer, then come to their financial assistance. Come to Pied Piper Ice Cream co., & sell mucho ice cream this summer. Our college students this summer will earn an average of $4,000 - 8,000. Write or phone Pied Piper Ice Cream, Inc. or go to the Career Placement Services for an application.

Phone: 423-0655 9-4 daily
131 Goffle Road
Hawthorne, NJ

---

Fidelity is a direct importer located right here in New Jersey. So you simply can’t find a better selection or better price anywhere. Guaranteed.

Why not come into Fidelity and see for yourself? You may just leave with a diamond. Nine out of ten people do. And spend the money you’ve saved on other things. Like each other.
**Bloom County**

by Berke Breathed

1. **Good evening!**
   - I look a little nervous, don't I?
   - *Boy, you sure do.*
   - *I'm just going to tell her.*
   - *I hope she's not too nervous.*

2. **Good evening!**
   - This is an eerie place.
   - *I'm just trying to make her feel comfortable.*

3. **Good evening!**
   - As the clock neers midnight.
   - *I'm a little nervous.*

4. **Good evening!**
   - This is cornelia's apartment.
   - *She's always been so cool.*

5. **Good evening!**
   - She's coming back from a busy night.
   - *I think she's going to be a little nervous.*

6. **Good evening!**
   - She's leaving her apartment.
   - *I think she's going to be a little nervous.*

7. **Good evening!**
   - There are a lot of things happening.
   - *I think she's going to be a little nervous.*

8. **Good evening!**
   - She's leaving her apartment.
   - *I think she's going to be a little nervous.*

**Adventures in the Zones of Twilight**

by John Vohlidka

1. **C'MON, TURN THAT OFF AND WE'LL LEAVE.**
   - *Yeah, you're right.*
   - *Let's go.*

2. **EGAD!**
   - *What's that Noise?*
   - *What's that smell?*
   - *What's that thing coming out of there?*

3. **Egad!**
   - *What's that creature?*
   - *What's that noise?*
   - *What's that smell?*

4. **Egad!**
   - *What's that creature?*
   - *What's that noise?*
   - *What's that smell?*

**Gag Reflex**

by John Paul

1. **Well, I'm going to try this.**
   - *I think I've found something.*
   - *I think I've found something.*
   - *I think I've found something.*

2. **Well, I'm going to try this.**
   - *I think I've found something.*
   - *I think I've found something.*
   - *I think I've found something.*

3. **Well, I'm going to try this.**
   - *I think I've found something.*
   - *I think I've found something.*
   - *I think I've found something.*

4. **Well, I'm going to try this.**
   - *I think I've found something.*
   - *I think I've found something.*
   - *I think I've found something.*
Here’s to the future

Another semester at MSC has come and gone. For some of us, it won’t be easy saying good-bye after four years or more. Then, there are some of us who have been counting the days since freshmen orientation. These are the ones who have had one foot out the door for most of their college career. And in retrospect, many of the same types of people more than likely complained about how nothing got accomplished or little progress was made in their years at MSC. These are the cynics.

Hopefully the majority, with one eye towards the future, will survey their college career and see things in their true perspective. They will look at the problems encountered over the years, learn from their mistakes, and try to build upon the successes. These people are the hopeful, the optimists.

The cynics and optimists do not get along. They simply try to achieve their goals in different ways: one by complaining, the other by dedication. The SGA recently elected its new executive board. The cynic says, “Next semester won’t be any better than this one.” The optimist says, “Maybe they’ll be able to make some advancements for student activities and organizations.”

We can’t deny some things need improvement. Student apathy heads the list. But do you realize that one place you won’t find apathy is in the Class One organizations? These clubs have a special identity—again, something for everyone. Yet, many MSC students don’t realize this.

These organizations have one problem—lack of student input. They each want their organization to be filled and want to bring the campus the best concerts, yearbooks, lectures, speeches, and yes, even newspapers, if they can.

And, although they may be lacking in student input, they don’t lack one important thing—pride.

The experience you can gain from hard work, in addition to relationships that will endure well beyond your college years, is invaluable. Working with a group of nutty editors until 4:00 a.m. putting a newspaper together can have its advantages. Sweeping up the pit after a Spring Carnival at 2:00 a.m. might be an eye-opening adventure.

So, over the summer break, think about your involvement in this semester’s activities. If it doesn’t amount to much, maybe it’s time you stopped complaining.

Writers on the world

Warhol’s genius in death

WASHINGTON—On Sunday, Feb. 22, Andy Warhol unexpectedly died at the age of 58. He had spent a career as a painter, filmmaker, celebrity and general moral vacuum. In the book “Edie,” the tragic story of Edie Sedgwick, Warhol was characterized as a wisp of a wimp—a wan figure with the gravitas of a flea. He died rich and celebrated, a fit subject for a book about our times and its values. As Warhol knew, we have almost none.

As if more examples were needed, Warhol proved that the ultimate artistic value is fame. But in death he exceeded himself. Recently, his immense and varied collection of tchotchkes—6,000 items—was auctioned by Sotheby’s. A collection estimated as worth $3.9 million fetched almost $9 million. But these were not Warhol’s own paintings. These were the works of others: tables, chairs, tureens, rings, trophies—all sorts of things, some of which he never even bothered to unpack.

The value of the auctioned items was incredibly enhanced because Warhol had owned them. He presumably had liked some of them, gotten to know others but—and here’s the important part—they were his. They were certified, bore the Warhol pedigree. It did not matter then if they were good or bad, or if Warhol had liked the item or not, as is the whole tradition of our culture. Art is confusing, complicated, the province of the few. But爱你的 orders would be made to become cultured. They thought they could buy the appearance of culture and so they went for name brands—European singers, New York names. The miners got their culture the way they got a Sears Roebuck shirt: They sent away for it.

Many people at the Warhol auction were doing the same thing. They are members of the New Acquisitive Class, a bumper crop of rich people sterilized by the policies and ideology of the Reagan administration—rich by acumen but also, they almost insist, by divine right. To them belong the baubles of the earth.

As Robert Hughes noted in a Time magazine essay written after a Vincent Van Gogh painting had sold for $39.9 million, the New Acquisitive Class realizes that one too many Mercedes or maybe just one Rolls Royce would make them appear vulgar—hardly different than prosperous pimps or coke dealers whose cars are equally as impressive. So they opt for art. It has class. But art is confusing, complicated, the province of experts. As he did in life, Warhol provided a service. He would certify, play interior decorator for people with lots of money but no faith in their own taste.

Andy Warhol’s talent was painting. His genius, though, was in making fools of people. In death, he reached greatness. The auction was his masterpiece.

Richard Cohen is a syndicated columnist for the Washington Post Writers Group
The hostage ordeal in Iran exemplifies using the media to influence the interpretation of political authority and the power that goes with it. Individuals and institutions which are in power would not find it politically expedient to spend time explaining the situation to the masses. No one involved in the debate was “wrong.” Rather everyone was right...to a degree. What the different political entities say and do is a facade. The reporting resulted in a misrepresentation of reality. The media is used to create the news, to influence the interpretation of events. Because the press in the Soviet Union of using the media to influence the interpretation of events, there are no opportunities for political criticism. She goes on to add, “The ‘objective’ intellectual, wished to define particular eras in history. The example she chose to illustrate the danger in using such an ambiguous unit as the decade revealed her own ideological subjectivity.”

By insisting that we see a woman who photographed who worked in Germany in the 1930’s as a Nazi collaborator (which she probably was), implied however, that anyone who lived and worked in Germany during the 1930’s should be regarded as a potential Nazi unless proven otherwise. Certainly this a a racist, ideologically subjective assumption, just as is the assumption that all Israelis (and all Jews) consider themselves to be part of a fascist Israeli regime. It is that one is headed by a prime minister who equates Palestinians with grasshoppers while being a prime minister who believes that he himself belongs to the Chosen Race (note the similarity with the Nazi notion of the Aryan race).

If indeed the term “decade” masks political realities, then certainly one of the glaring political realities of the decade of the 80’s is the resurgence of Fascism—this time in the very country that was created as a haven for victims of the Nazi holocaust! Such a development is unmasking no less than that of the Germany of the 1930’s. Instead of seeing the connection to define particular eras in history.

The fact of the matter is that no one, least of all Santag, can ever claim to have been an “unmask” ideologically-charged language in an “objective” way. We expose others’ ideological biases only to reveal our own: just as Lisa Martucci reveals her biases only to reveal our own. The caption she chose to the picture of tens of thousands of people in Northern Ethiopia starving. Aid? The world was in an uproar after viewing pictures of tens of thousands of people in Ethiopia starving.

Remember a few years ago when Bob Geldoff assembled the rock stars in England for Band-Aid? The world was in an uproar after viewing pictures of tens of thousands of people in Ethiopia starving. The pictures the reporter selects or the words the reporter chooses to define particular eras in history. The example she chose to illustrate the danger in using such an ambiguous unit as the decade revealed her own ideological subjectivity.”
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If indeed the term “decade” masks political realities, then certainly one of the glaring political realities of the decade of the 80’s is the resurgence of Fascism—this time in the very country that was created as a haven for victims of the Nazi holocaust! Such a development is unmasking no less than that of the Germany of the 1930’s. Instead of seeing the connection in this line of thought and giving it the measured response it deserved, Santag lost her “cool” on hearing the word “Palestinian” and what appeared to be the euphemism “the situation” to refer to the beatings and murder of Palestinian civilians in the West Bank by Israeli forces.
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The Montclarion

Would like to say “thanks” to all our readers for a wonderful year. As for next year...

Goodbye!

To three of our editors:

Paul Mampilly—That mad Mohican.
Pasquale DiFulco—Graduating student (really)
Maureen Freeburg—L’ll Mo moves on.

And a warm welcome to:

Dave Gagne’—Mean with a ruler
Jane Bedi Nielsen—She eats late staff writers for breakfast
Ray Ecke—He’s got an educated look
John P. Navarro—An inside informant
Kenny Peck—Author of “Spot Grey”
Lynn M. Cowan—Doesn’t know what she’s in for

And a nice, firm handshake to:

Jen Stelevich—Jen Iffer back again!
Roy Nelson—Debby knows he exists
Oren Zeve—The Powerful Oz
John Paul—Draus maimed kids
Kris Roome—Kisses bank buildings
Zsolt Radies—Yes, that’s his name!
Joann Maro—“Moe, I’ll be at home if you need me”
Angela Michelli—I gotta do the ads too?
Patty Manteria—It couldn’t have come at a worse time
Denise McDade—“Like, where’s Bono?”

And thanks to everyone we’ve forgotten!

Students
Speak

Q. With the summer months approaching, what plans do you have for the summer?

Compiled and photographed by Kevin Onorevole

“I’ll be spending my time at the beach with a very big margarita.”
Mark Foschini

“I’m going to Boston to cut an album, along with doing a Co-op for the summer.”
Dom Paradisca
Junior/English

“I intend to spend most of my time at the beach, when I’m not working and I’m going to see BRUCE!”
Ray Ecke
Junior/English/Journalism

“I’m going to be working part-time
Angelo Appio
Freshman/Business

“I’m going to Spain to visit the country and have a great time.”
Jennifer Bailey
Freshman/Spanish
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FLATSTAR PRESENTS THE FREE OUTDOOR JAM IN THE AMPHITHEATRE SUNDAY MAY 15TH 2:00 PM

FEATURING URBAN BLIGHT NEW MAN WESLEY ROGERS BAND

RAIN LOCATION: MEMORIAL AUDITORIUM

FOR MORE INFO CALL 893-4478 OR 893-4479
Lights, camera, action for MSC Film Festival

By Chris Williams
Staff Writer

The posters advise “See Amazing Student Films.” Whomever penned this phrase must have spent a lot of time around room 224A of Calcia Hall (the “Film mecca of MSC”). While there, this person obviously viewed films that comprise the Fifth Annual Student Film Festival. The program, under the dutiful hands of Michael Siporin, Douglas Tomlinson and Janet Cutler, has flourished in recent years, as the festival has proved.

The films in the festival vary from animation to live action—the real to the surreal.

The animation process is a long and tedious one, accordingly the live action films out number the animation productions. There are several of these works in the presentation, such as “City Life,” Jody Forio’s first animated film. It is a colorful examination of a day in N. Y. according to “4 Directors” by Darren Hudak. Hudak gives the audience a special preview of a film in progress. Hudak also presents “A State of Mind.”

The first of E.C. Daw’s films, “Airholes” is an instructional film about proper breathing methods and building things. His second work, “The Deadly Orchid” is a very scary movie...for children.

Chris Williams also presents two films. The first, “Death of Some Disco Dancers” is just that—it shows a brutal murder of some love-in college kids. The other is “Sucking Lemen’s” a poignant story about two brothers, an old man and some lemons. Ron Liberti also presents his latest work “E & Me” simply put, “Evis Lives.”

The productions show that MSC film students though often overlooked, have a wealth of ideas and talents. And with more students enrolling in filmmaking courses than ever before, this festival can only be an example of good things to come.
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America makes its way into the Tonight Show.

"Our position is that, in the past, from possible union pressure. Carson's actions may warrant it."

-Jane Fonda and Sidney Poitier

"The Cosby Show will be on WWOR-TV starting this fall at 6:30 P.M. This new development may present a problem for Peter Jennings' World News Tonight on WABC and for the CBS Evening News with Dan Rather."

-The New York Post

"The only option for them is to move their telecasts ahead one half hour. Actually, this might just happen. Rumor has it that this is what's actually being planned for Dan Rather. Even when they're repeats, Cosby still kicks butt.

According to an item in the New York Post, inside sources say WWOR paid a local record of $266,750 per week for the Cosby reruns. This works out to $13.975 billion a year. Where does the Post find these sources?"

-By Raymond Ecke

"From the 'Yeah, I know work once every 4 years but hey basking with the natives on my own island ain't no picnic, buddy' file. Marlon Brando has been cast ABC's production of The African Saga.

Unfortunately, the projected 5 hour mini-series has been put on hold because of the writers strike. The special will also star..."
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—AIX sisters- Thanks for mak­ ing my first year at college fun. Here’s to more. Love, Beth R.
—Randi (4B)- Roses are Red, Violets are blue, and yes it’s true....
—Roo- Thank you for being there when I needed someone to talk to. You are a great friend. Best of all, you’re a good listener! Thanks, Lil’Mare.
—Mar- This semester was the best. You’re a great roommate. But I’ll never forget the fun we’ve had together. Thanks for being a great friend. Love ya, Rita.
—To the fourth floor of Freeman- Leave my lamb alone. Concern- I was owner.
—Kathy M.- Have a great summer, we definitely have to stay in touch. Love ya! Mary- Lou.
—UAB- You are the best room­ mate. We’ll have fun on sixteen. I’ll try not to complain and you try to lose weight. (only kidding) Love, JAB.
—Frank- Even though you won’t come to talk to me, I want to let you know how much I try to help you. Love, JoAnn.
—Mary- How do we manage to end up in the same boat with no one? I’m amazed at the five of us. Love you, Christine.
—Kimmie- I do believe you are resressing yourself...do it with Sabastian! Love, Chrisy.
—Was that a lobster that just walked by, or Mr. SILC? Love.
—Lori- Good luck in Delaware. Love, Carylne, Sue, Sand­ rhrya, Rhonda & Andrea XO.
—To my favorite person in the whole world- Happy birthday, honey. I can’t wait until tonight. I love you always, Karone.
—Joseph- Our relationship has never gone smoothly. I have often wondered what might have been, but it was all part of the answer is right in the scriptures. “Love never gives up, and its faith, hope, and patience never fail.” I love you Christine.
—Billy- I want you! Can’t wait til the summer to be with you. Erotically yours, Xavier.
—Rachel- I’ll miss you terribly this summer. See you in 304. KIT.TTB.
—Dan- I can’t wait until the RCB. It’s almost 6 mos. and we’ll miss it! I’ll miss you. I love you. Rachel Marie.
—Eugene- Glad we’re together. Looking forward to more time together.
—Shep- Thank you for helping me understand about the menu.
—Donnie- You are a first rate roommate and a great friend. I’ll miss you while I’m in England. Thanks for a super semester. Love ya always, Melba.
—To the Peanuts Gang- You’ve really made this last semester into a comic strip. I’m really going to miss you all. Love ya, Lucy.
—Matt- Why don’t you come out with us instead of staying home with your combo? Love Becky & Kim.
—Samantha- You are definitely a great friend and so happy that you were the little sister I was missing. Call me! Love, Michelle.
—Sharon- Don’t forget your surprise party is...so have a surprise party anyway. Paul M.- You crazy Assignment Editor you. I’m really going to miss you next year. But, this is not a bad-bye. Next time I’m in Hawaii, I’ll be sure to stop by. Lots o’ love from your friend, Kris.
—Jim & Donna- Happy party! Hope to crash again soon. I am too cool.
—Mindy- Tennis was fun. Congrats on graduating, Molly Dodd.
—Tom 4B- I’ll miss those edible earholes of yours! You know who in 4B.
—To all those who thought I wasn’t popular- I know Dana, Ray & Lon.
—Dear Dia- We may have lost the ballgame, but we’ve got you and that’s all that counts. The centerfielder.
—Hi (8 months) Only 3 more weeks. Soon there will be no more school and only us, the Marsten House & Toesiers! I love you and that’s all there is.
—Chocolate and vanilla look­ ing for strawberry or something normal. —Jim & Donna- I want to know what is going on! A friend.
—Mom & Dad- I love you both. Carolyn.
—Steve S.- Congratulations on graduating! I wish you all the luck in the world — Have a great summer and keep in touch. Love, Tammy.
—Elaine- Montclair has been great. I couldn’t have asked for a better roommate. Don’t forget all the things we did. Remember to live it up. Candy.
—Honey- Can’t wait for the summer. Good luck with the AT. Love ya always.
—Sue-N-Cin- I really have missed you guys! Keep in touch over the summer. Looking forward to the good times ahead. Love always, Cin.
—To the girls in 4B- It’s a great year. We’ll all marry next year, have kids, then the summer. Love, the babes upstairs.
—Joe F. & Dom R.- About Thursday, even though you left out one man in the 4B. I had a good time anyway. Next time I pick where we go. Luv ya both, Dom.
—NIRSA Crew- How many people do we think you can get in the bed next year? —Laura- Thanks for being there when I needed someone to talk to. Good luck in Macy’s. You’re an excellent friend. Going to miss you, Love, Perrry.
—Donna- Hope you’re feeling better soon. Real quick.
—To the girl that “everyone” knows- You’ve been a wonderful friend, but I’d like to get even closer to you. I really like you! Skater.
—To the guy in lot 27 who got caught with his hands full- Dare them to press charges against you.
—Dough- These next few days will be tough but I’m thinking of you. Love you. Hillary.
—Golden Girls- Have a killer summer. Get some for me, man. Sally.
—Fu- Who gets the funnel over summer break? You can have it, but I’m hunting for the great deal of Bubba Schmubbah.
—Bob- I’m really glad I met you this semester. You’re a really great guy. Have a great summer. Great party! I hope to crash again soon. I am too cool.
—To the members of SILC & SMOGE- It’s been great & summer. I’ll miss you guys. Ray.
—To the girls of Asbury Park- You said you’d be back and five male pictionary players.
—Those seeking forgiveness —Frank- Even though you left, I’ll try to help you. Love, JoAnn.
—Those who have a classified cont. from p. 15 —Mrs. Chiafullo to be- Happy Birthday.
—To the guy who makes me tingle when we kiss- Wednesday and Thursday nights were ones to remember. I hope it doesn’t end and I’m not going to lie on a blanket with you.
—Jeanie- Happy Birthday. Thank you for all your help & being such a good friend. —Pam- Only 18 days till you’re out. Love, Perrry.
—Mike A- How was that night in the apple cred? If you could only hook-up we would give you a bed.
—P.C.- Our friendship is more important than anything else we’ve had. Remember that and have a good summer.
—O.I.- Too bad you had to be such a guy it could’ve been nice.
—Heidi, Jen & Ingia-Binga- you guys are the best roommates. I love ya, Lori. —Pam- Have fun in the dance recital. Summer is here, time to party. Love, Tammy.
—George in Blanton- All I ask is one more night! I love always, A non-student.
—Kevin- Happy year & 1/2. I love you with all my heart! —M.K.- When you see only one set of footprints, it was then that I carried you. Love, B.
—Beverley- The summer Rob’s not here to protect you. Better get used to a locked door. —Mike- This is about you... T-Bear, here is another one. Thanks, P.D.
—Tony- You've brought new meaning to my life. You're my friend, my lover and my happiness. Over the past year you have been wonderful. I'll always love you, Karen.

—Mike Pav- The semester is almost over and by the time you read this we might never see each other because we never had our strawberry jello. Have a great summer. Guess who? PS. Are you hungry? I bet you really want to go out to eat and get your personal.

—Date rape? It can happen to you! Beware of the men of 8. —Mr. J. You have been a great friend. Gene Roddenberry would be proud and so am I. Best wishes for Telerad. Your #1 Fan.

—Gary- You're looking better by the day.

—Poon-YoYoHaan, Florida or bust, Love your friend Pippy.

—Christian- I wish I could have told you every day how much I love you. You are always there for every friend and you are very special to me. Suzi.

—Tim- Take a seat, that's three. K&C.

—Time Summer '88 is going to be our best summer yet because we're together. Love the girl with the mark on 3rd base. (and your friends)

—V- Thanks for blowing us off off. Friday. Just kidding. Maybe we'll catch you next time.

—Steve- MMC Holden rocks? See ya next season with a winning record (hopefully). Suitcase.

—Dr. & Juanita- Thanks for making this a great freshman year! I look forward to 3 great years. Love, Kathie.

—4H- Welcoming the world of show-biz. Induction ceremonies are next week at the "Citizen Kane" film festival. Guess Who? To the students. VPE Matt G.

—Joe, Rani and Hector- You've been the friend that you always were. Thank you for laughing with me. —Kevin- You made my semester really great. You're very special to me. Suzi.

—Michelle- You guys are the best. Summer, and I'll miss you forever. Love always, Karen.

—Kevin- I've been watching you from the stands. I hope we can double date sometime. I8 night friend.

—FF & the roomies- No problem.

—Lauren, Corinne, Rose and Teri- Congrats on your start. Let's keep it going. Good luck.

—Goph- How can I ever thank you for making college worth while? I've been watching you from above. Thanks for always being there. —M.P.- How bout those fire drills?

—Donna- Get psyched for driving down to Belmar in the APS. PS. Can I have my white socks back? Mare.

—Rich- Good luck! To a great friend. Love, Mary, Marsha.

—Marge- It's almost over. Thanks for all the talks and sorry for being a faulty friend lately. Take care and say hello to Johnny Eagle Scout for me. Anna.

—Tom M & Mike A- Vibrate! bad men are not studs. LBI summer, Bohn. The Women of MSC.

—Lisa- I rented the U- haul for May 23rd. Don't forget the Orangensa bottle under your bed. Love, Mary, Margie.

—Jen- We meet again. Good luck in Disney and keep in touch over the summer. Your Sr. Sem, buddy.

—Dr. —I cleaned my eye. Next time warn me! Thurs & Sun. nights rule. Don't take off your shirt. Can't deal. ILY. —Glenn - Happy Trails to you. We meet again. Good luck in Disney and keep in touch over the summer. Your Sr. Sem. buddy.

—Fitz- I fixed it. my eye always. —Hey Mr. five star general.- Let's do some maneuvers in those bucket seats. Signed, your commander-in-chief.

—Club 105- Thanks for making my senior year the very best ever. —Cher- Thanks for all A&PFD.

—Phi Sigma Sigma- A great start. Let's keep it going. Good luck on exams. Stoned.

—Karen, Debbie, Tina & Julie- Congrats on your graduation. You are the best of luck to you all. Love and miss ya, The Field Hockey Team.

—Tom M., Perry D. Barbara G. —Tom M. —Debbie- After all that we've been through, remember you got a friend. Love, Randi.

—T-Bear- Thanks for all A&PFD.
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—T-Bear- Thanks for all A&PFD.

—Phila Sigma Sigma- A great start. Let's keep it going. Good luck on exams. Stoned.

—Karen, Debbie, Tina & Julie- Congrats on your graduation. You are the best of luck to you all. Love and miss ya, The Field Hockey Team.

—Tom M., Perry D. Barbara G. —Debbie- After all that we've been through, remember you got a friend. Love, Randi.

—T-Bear- Thanks for all A&PFD.

—Phi Sigma Sigma- A great start. Let's keep it going. Good luck on exams. Stoned.

—Karen, Debbie, Tina & Julie- Congrats on your graduation. You are the best of luck to you all. Love and miss ya, The Field Hockey Team.

—Tom M., Perry D. Barbara G. —Debbie- After all that we've been through, remember you got a friend. Love, Randi.

—T-Bear- Thanks for all A&PFD.
Odds and Ends: Yeah, Billy Martin was in another brawl. So what's new? And anyway, so what? The manager's escapades have become not so unexpected, and in fact, rather tiresome. The New York media, however, insists on running it into the ground. ...Devils' coach Jim Schoenfeld was absolutely priceless after New Jersey lost to the Bruins following Game 3 of the playoff series. In fact, I've gotta believe "Have another doughnut, you fat pig" ranks up there with "The Giants win the pennant, the Giants win the pennant!". On the same note, you have to give the Devils, especially Schoenfeld, a lot of credit for their performance this season, no matter what happened last night against Boston...Alright, so Private Terms "failed to fire" on Derby Day. But let's not jump on the Winning Colors bandwagon just yet. A faster pace (promised by Woody Stephens courtesy of 49er) and a return to his home track for the Preakness might give Terms an edge. By the way, what happened to all the speed horses that were supposed to pressure Colors early? I don't care what anyone says (not even Eddie Pesk), if 49er pushes her, she's done...The Knicks will be one of the best teams in the league next year, and I can't wait. If they could just pick up a power forward somewhere and lose all of that dead weight they're carrying (Pat Cummings comes to mind), we'd be in for a special kind of year... Special to the MSC football team: Mark, Jeff Vanderoef or by everyone next year...At the Meadowlands: As we come to a close of the semester, On the Inside Corner finds itself on the plus side to the tune of $56.40 on a $2 flat bet. This is due largely to Mark Meneghin who paid $54.00 and gave us a needed boost. Anyway, we had a great time, and we hope to see you in the Fall. P.S. Stay away from Freehold Raceway. (Special thanks to "Slim" Jim Nicosia for all of his help this past year, because I couldn't have made it through without him.)

Last week's selection: EZ to Win ran third.

---

**STUDENT INTRAMURAL LEISURE COUNCIL PRESENTS **

**CANDLELIGHT BOWLING**

**When:** May 14, 1988

**Where:** Verona, NJ

**(Directions will be provided)**

**Time:** 9:30pm - 1:00am

**Cost:** $10.00 per couple - MSC Students

$14.00 per couple - Fac./Staff

**Includes:** Three (3) games of bowling: Bowling ball, shoes/Cold Buffet/Soda/ Coffee/Dessert/Prizes

**SILC is a class I organization of the SGA**

---

**Trivia Time-Out**

Each week, *The Montclarion* publishes a list of sports questions and answers to test your knowledge of sports trivia. In addition, there is a sports stumper which will be answered in the following issue.

If you think you have the correct answer to the stumper, drop it off at *The Montclarion* office in Room 113 of the Student Center Annex. The names of those submitting the correct answer will be published in the next week's issue. Deadline for submissions is Monday at 3 p.m.

1. What pitcher won a lawsuit after the volatile Billy Martin broke his jaw?
2. What National League team rotated coaches as manager in 1961 and 1962?
3. Who released Maury Wills at shortstop for the Los Angeles Dodgers?
4. What legendary pitcher struck out the first eight batter he faced in his major league debut?
5. To what team did Charlie Finley try to sell pitcher Vida Blue to for $1.75 million?

---

Answer to last week's stumper:

What horse was the first undefeated Triple Crown winner?

Seattle Slew.

---

Answer to last week's stumper:

What legendary pitcher struck out the first eight batter he faced in his major league debut?

Jim Hearn.

---

Answer to last week's stumper:

What horse was the first undefeated Triple Crown winner?

Seattle Slew.

---

Answer to last week's stumper:

What legendary pitcher struck out the first eight batter he faced in his major league debut?

Jim Hearn.

---

Answer to last week's stumper:

What horse was the first undefeated Triple Crown winner?

Seattle Slew.

---

Answer to last week's stumper:

What legendary pitcher struck out the first eight batter he faced in his major league debut?

Jim Hearn.
Trenton knocks off MSC

By Dennis Campbell
Staff Writer

Call it the Trenton State curse, but for the second time this season, the Lady Indians came up short against Trenton State College.

This time MSC suffered a 5-2 setback, denying the Indians the New Jersey State Athletic Conference title for the second year in a row.

In the first game Trenton, 3-1-5, did a number on the Indians' ace pitcher Dina DeAquino as they collected 18 hits enroute to an 10-2 win.

The Indians and DeAquino hung tough to stay in the competition, as she threw a five hitter to give MSC a 6-1 victory against No. 12 Kean.

The Lady Indians, who dominated teams with their defense early in the season, seemed to have lost their fielding edge in the last two weeks. In their last few games, MSC has committed numerous critical fielding errors.

In the Indians' first game against Trenton, four errors accounted for three runs.

Lisa Costello and Pam McCresh provided the offensive spark for the Lions as Costello singled, doubled and drove in two runs and McCresh knocked in a run and collected three singles.

In the title game, Trenton came out and scored early in the first inning to grab a 1-0 lead. Ilene Cohen was the catalyst for the Lions, as she singled, went to second on a sacrifice fly and scored Trenton's first run on a wild pitch.

Cohen got into the act again in the second inning as she singled home a run to give Trenton a 2-0 lead.

Trenton scored two more runs in the third inning to grab a 4-0 lead. Lynn Spirko doubled and Costello walked. Lisa Harmon's single advanced the runners and Costello scored on an error.

The Indians battled back in the fifth inning as they scored home a run to give Trenton a 2-0 lead.

Trenton scored two more runs in the third inning to grab a 4-0 lead. Lynn Spirko doubled and Costello walked. Lisa Harmon's single advanced the runners and Costello scored an error.

The Indians battled back in the fifth inning as they scored home a run to give Trenton a 2-0 lead.

Lacrosse team stopped cold by Drew

When it rains, it pours Monclairion sports photographer Kevin Onorevole and sports editor Kenny Peck weren't singing in the rain when the MSC-William Paterson baseball game was rained out Wednesday, leaving us with 36 inches of empty space on the back page. The game was scheduled to be made up yesterday. This weekend, the Indians will host the NJAC playoffs at Pittser Field, beginning on Saturday at a time TBA.

Finish season at 13-3

Lacrosse team stopped cold by Drew

By Dennis Campbell
Staff Writer

The men's lacrosse team came away empty-handed on Saturday afternoon in Madison as Drew University handed the Indians a 14-2 setback.

As a result, Drew emerged with the first Eastern College Athletic Conference (ECAC) Metro New Jersey-New York lacrosse title.

Drew used a patient attack to wear down the undermanned Indians, as they applied relentless pressure throughout the game to negate any chance of a MSC comeback.

Drew stormed out to an early lead as their longstick midfield unit came out and took control of the game early.

They received balanced scoring, as four different players scored in the first quarter when they took control of the game.

The home team kept up the pressure in the second quarter as Jim Lyons controlled the tempo of the game, dishing off for five assists and scoring one goal to give Drew a commanding 10-1 lead.

Drew came out in the first quarter fired up, as they took control of the game from a surprised MSC team. Drew blitzed the Indians for 21 first half shots, as the Indians managed only five.

Pete Frankfurt got MSC on the scoreboard as he scored on the feed from Joe Petrone with 1:20 remaining in the third quarter.

Franklin closed out the scoring for the Indians as he collected his second goal with 9:56 remaining in the game. MSC closed out the most successful season at 13-3.